January 3, 1985

RP:0049

District Engineer (PODCO-0)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Building 230
Fort Shafter, Hawaii 96858

Dear Sir:

Corps of Engineers Permit
Manele Boat Harbor
(Proposed Dredging and New Rockwall and Groins)
Manele, Lanai

The Environmental Center has received the above cited permit application for review. However, in attempting to evaluate the potential environmental impacts that could be associated with the construction of the new berthing area, rockwall and groins, our reviewers have found the circulated plans and information to be insufficient for adequate review. According to Harbors Division, no other detailed design plans are available. We are therefore unable to properly evaluate the possible environmental impacts of the proposed project. At such time as more detailed information becomes available, we would appreciate the opportunity to examine the plans further.

Yours truly,

Doak C. Cox
Director

cc: Frans Gerritsen
Fris Campbell
Jacquelin Miller
Juliane Mansur
Pamela Bahnsen

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER